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Here are some great
fundraising ideas to
help get your creativity
flowing as you think of
ways to get your children
and youth excited as
you work toward your
fundraising goal.

Ignite Eurasia Buttons!
Ignite Eurasia Buttons are a great way
to award kids and to use as incentives
for giving. Print the image on paper and
make buttons or use it to create your
own unique buttons. The best way to
collect buttons and pins is to put them
on lanyards. The kids can also collect
them on a piece of felt, a ribbon, a jacket,
or a hat.
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Missions Madness Month!

The purpose of this four-week
campaign is to bring special
attention to the Ignite Eurasia
Project. The object of the
campaign is to get every person
in your church or Outpost
involved by collecting coins
(or money) for one month in
order to reach and mentor lost
kids through Ignite Eurasia. We
also suggest that you show an
Ignite Eurasia Project video clip
to the congregation and to the kids. Show a clip on the first
Sunday that you announce Missions Madness Month. You may
want to show a clip every week. Ignite Eurasia has great videos
on the IgniteEurasia.RRI.world website free to download.

Pie in the Face!

With this fundraiser you have a lot of options:
OPTION 1: Set an amount for each of your kids to work towards.
Any kid who reaches that goal gets to put a whip cream pie in
their leader’s face, whether that leader is a RR Leader, Sunday
School teacher, Children’s Church volunteer, etc.
OPTION 2: This is a tiered award system. Start with option 1 and
set the minimum goal. But also set a higher goal, and any kid
who reaches it gets to put a pie in the Royal Ranger Leader’s
face. Then set an even higher goal above that and any kid who
reaches it will get to put a pie in the Outpost Coordinator’s face.
OPTION 3: Boys versus Girls. Elect one leader to represent the
boys and one to represent the girls. Whichever group brings the
most money gets to pie the other group’s leader. You can either
have the winning leader pie the other group’s leader, or you can
make a bunch of mini whip cream pies and let each of the kids
on the winning team pie that other leader.

The Human Hotdog!
With this idea you would give a child a
packet of ketchup, mustard, or relish for
each dollar they raise for Ignite Eurasia.
They would get to squeeze the packet
out onto the person who is becoming the
hotdog. For $20, a kid can empty a small
bottle of condiment on the leader. For
$50, they get a commercial-sized bottle.
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Missions Carnival!

A Missions Carnival is a great way to raise Missions awareness
within the church and within the hearts of kids. The concept
behind this Missions Carnival is to set up several booths that
kids will visit. Each booth will provide an activity where the kids
can win prizes. Costumes can be worn by booth participants, if
desired. Set a ticket price to play games and sell snacks to raise
funds for Ignite Eurasia.
Well in advance of the event, post a listing of the supplies and
materials you’ll need. Ask members of the church to help provide
these. Have a place for church members to check off what they
can supply and to include their name and contact information.

Roll-A-thon!

The Roll-a-Thon differs
slightly from a Bike-a-Thon
in that kids can participate
using any non-motorized,
wheeled sporting device—
such as bikes, skateboards,
roller skates, or roller blades.
Note: The local church
should determine whether the event is bikes only or bikes
and alternate wheeled sporting devices. Raise sponsors
per kilometre.

Faith Promises!
Kids can make faith promises for Ignite Eurasia! They can
hear God’s voice and then follow His leading in how much
they should pledge to Ignite Eurasia and how to earn the
money to fulfill that pledge. What a wonderful opportunity
it has been to see children sacrificially giving to missions
through Ignite Eurasia. When children make faith promises,
God expands their heart for the world. The entire time that
the kids are working to earn money for Ignite Eurasia, they
are realizing that they are helping to reach the lost around
the world. This has an everlasting impact on a child.

Fundraising Meal!
Ask individuals, families, or your group/outpost to plan a
fundraising meal. With your pastor’s approval, serve the
meal following a church service.
The cooks have to plan out the special meal and to procure
the supplies needed for the meal. Look to farmers and
gardeners in your church to donate some of the supplies
needed for the meal.
And don’t forget to include your Royal Rangers/kids in the
process, whether they are helping cook or serve!
Serve meals and ask for donations to the Ignite Eurasia
Project. Focus on one of the three goals of the project to
have a meal three times in a year, or have one meal that
focuses on the project as a whole.
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